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Our workshops
uncover the things
that matter most
to people

“Collaborative Placemaking”

We listen

We debate

We create new places and
breathe life into old ones
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First stage
engagement from
late July to 23
August 2021

LITTLE CHALFONT PARK
July Newsletter 2021
Little Chalfont Park

A planning application is being prepared on
behalf of Biddulph (Buckinghamshire) Ltd to
bring forward a new neighbourhood at the
former golf course site and Homestead Farm
between Lodge Lane and Burtons Lane to
the south east of Little Chalfont. The site is
located adjacent to the existing employment
site on Lodge Lane.
The new proposals at Little Chalfont Park
will provide much needed new homes in a
high quality landscaped setting, including the
potential for affordable housing and provision
for the elderly, a new primary school and
nursery, community hub and valley park,
improvements to junctions on the A404
and public transport infrastructure, and
pedestrian routes and cycleways.

2,795

jtp.co.uk/projects/littlechalfont

Community Consultation

Biddulph (Buckinghamshire) Ltd is keen to
engage with local residents and the wider
community to help shape and inform the
proposals. During the summer we want to
hear from you to gather ideas on possible
uses for the site and its relationship with the
surrounding neighbourhood.

newsletters
distributed to the
local area

Due to the uncertainty of the Covid-19
pandemic we may not be able to hold faceto-face meetings and in-person exhibitions,
but we will ensure easily accessible
communication with the community via the
jtp.co.uk website, physical newsletters, and a
Freephone number 0800 012 6730.

Have Your Say!

As a first step, we would like to hear your
views about Little Chalfont and your ideas for
the future of the Little Chalfont Park site to
help us develop the initial Vision. We would
like to hear what you “like” and “dislike”
about Little Chalfont and the area around

Biddulph
(Buckinghamshire)
Ltd

street conversations with
around 50 local people
and businesses

the former golf course and your ideas for
the new neighbourhood itself. You can do
this either by visiting jtp.co.uk/projects/
littlechalfont to view more background
on the proposals and to submit comments
online via the “Cratus Engage” platform or
by filling in the postcard forming part of this
newsletter, detaching it and mailing it back
to us by Freepost - no envelope or stamp
required. We welcome comments by close
Monday 23 August 2021.
We will assess all comments received and
feed them to our design team as they work
up a Vision and masterplan for the new
neighbourhood, for presentation to the
community via Zoom at 7pm, Wednesday 15
September 2021.

Next Steps

Following the presentation, we will ask for
your comments on the Vision and emerging
masterplan and develop the proposals
through continuing stakeholder and
community engagement.

Presentation of the Vision and
emerging masterplan for Little
Chalfont Park via Zoom

7pm,Wednesday 15 September 2021
We will communicate again closer to the time
with more details regarding this event.
More information can also be found at
jtp.co.uk/projects/littlechalfont

Planning Submission

Our intention is to submit a planning
application to Buckinghamshire Council in
Autumn 2021.

The Little Chalfont Park community planning process is being organised by JTP
and Cratus. For more information please visit jtp.co.uk/projects/littlechalfont
or contact the JTP community planning team at community@jtp.co.uk or on
Freephone 0800 012 6730.

COLLABORATIVE PLACEMAKING
LITTLEHOW
CHALFONT
WE WORKPARK
First Stage Consultation July 2021
We approach all our
Biddulph
projects through a process
(Buckinghamshire)
Ltd
of understanding, engaging,

and creating, which together
we call ‘Collaborative
Placemaking’.

return to

This means putting people
at the heart of the creative
process, unearthing the
real needs of a community,
empowering stakeholders,
creating goodwill, inspiring
community spirit and building
consensus. Far from imposing COLLABORATIVE PLACEMAKING
ready-made off-the-shelf
ENGAGING
COLLABORATIVE PLACEMAKING
solutions, we build a vision
HOW WE WORK
Collaborative Placemaking
together. This leads to places puts people at the heart of
the creative process, unearths
We approach all our
real needs of a community,
projects through a process
that are vibrant, valued and the
of understanding, engaging,
empowers stakeholders,
and creating, which together
goodwill, inspires
sustainable from the outset. creates
we call ‘Collaborative
community spirit and builds

Freepost JTP

over 250 responses via
Cratus Engage, email and
freepost cards
Cratus Engage interactive map

Community planning events are intensive and
aim to create a shared vision for a project in a
matter of days, regardless of the size, nature or
complexity of the area in question.

Our clients have benefited in a number of ways
from bringing together all stakeholders at an early
stage to plan for change.

Placemaking’.

consensus.

This means putting people
at the heart of the creative
process, unearthing the
real needs of a community,
empowering stakeholders,
creating goodwill, inspiring
community spirit and building
consensus. Far from imposing
ready-made off-the-shelf
solutions, we build a vision
together. This leads to places
that are vibrant, valued and
sustainable from the outset.

Far from imposing ready-made
off the shelf solutions, we build
a vision together.

These include:

• Maximising development potential through
consultative rather than confrontational
processes.
• Avoiding long delays at planning approval stage
by addressing community concerns early in the
design process.
• Resolving conflicts where parties have become
deadlocked.
• Creating the framework for success in
community funding bids.

UNDERSTANDING

ENGAGING

CREATING

understanding, creates shared ownership, and
allows the construction of a collective vision.

ends with physical interventions. Along the way
there are many issues to resolve and many actions
to co-ordinate.

The Little Chalfont Park community planning process is being organised by JTP and Cratus. For more information please visit jtp.co.uk/projects/littlechalfont or
Understanding the DNA of a place is fundamental
Engaging stakeholders
clients encourages
Creating begins with the visioning process and
contact the JTP community planning
team at community@jtp.co.uk or on Freephone
0800 012and
6730.
to successful placemaking. We don’t stop until we
UNDERSTANDING

ENGAGING

CREATING

Understanding the DNA of a place is fundamental
to successful placemaking. We don’t stop until we
get under the skin of a place and identify what
makes it special.

Engaging stakeholders and clients encourages
understanding, creates shared ownership, and
allows the construction of a collective vision.

Creating begins with the visioning process and
ends with physical interventions. Along the way
there are many issues to resolve and many actions
to co-ordinate.

get under the skin of a place and identify what
makes it special.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Newsletter, July 2021
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Key Themes
Land at Former
Little Chalfont
Golf Course

PRINCIPLE OF DEVELOPMENT
A variety of views were received for and
against development. Many respondents
did not support the development of the
site in principle, for three key reasons, its
role as a “green lung”, its current green
belt designation and the current absence
of a Local Plan. This was not a consensus
view however, as many others recognised
that a well-designed scheme, with quality
homes of mixed tenure, community
facilities, appropriate infrastructure
and significant, accessible green space
would be beneficial to Little Chalfont.

Most people conversed with face to face
recognised the need for housing and were
aware that the currently unused former
golf course is in private ownership and
acknowledged that development could
give the opportunity to provide new assets
for the community.

“There’s a fear that permitting this
site to be developed will be the thin
end of the wedge.”
“I personally feel that the land shouldn’t
be lying there un-used, but I admit that
many people don’t think like me.”

Key Themes
Land at Former
Little Chalfont
Golf Course

IMAGE AND IDENTITY
Little Chalfont is a popular place to
live for a variety of reasons, including
access to countryside, good transport
connections and local schools. Some
residents, many of whom have lived in
Little Chalfont for decades, felt that there
has already been more than enough infill
development over the years. As is the case
in much of the south east, there is great
housing pressures and the cost makes it
difficult for many, including the younger
generation to find suitable, decent homes.

Whilst some residents felt the proposed
scheme would detrimentally change the
character of Little Chalfont, others pointed
out that change happens, and a more
balanced perspective is needed to accept
the benefits that could be brought by a
well designed development.

“If you flood the village with housing it
will lose its charm!”
“Every place is different, you can’t have
one size fits all, places need to adapt and
change… it’s all about the balance.”

Key Themes
Land at Former
Little Chalfont
Golf Course

HOUSING NEED AND AFFORDABILITY
There is an obvious opinion divide
between those who first purchased their
homes in Little Chalfont many years ago
and those who have been priced out of the
area they were born in. There is an obvious
local shortage of well-designed smaller
properties with gardens for those who
wish to down-size and a lack of homes that
local people now, and in the future, can
afford to buy. Parents who wish to see their
children remain nearby acknowledge the

need for more housing, the site was seen
by some as ideal for an increase in “gentle
density” development, which could offer
a mix of housing sizes and tenure. The
provision of affordable homes is key to
people supporting development on the
site.

“I want my children to be able to
afford to stay living in the area – so
there is a need for more housing, but
it must be affordable.”
“I’ve been looking everywhere for
somewhere smaller to downsize to –
but there’s nothing like this available
in the area.”

Key Themes
Land at Former
Little Chalfont
Golf Course

SCHOOLS, AMENITIES & INFRASTRUCTURE
Little Chalfont has expanded over recent
years, and there is a strong perception
that services, including schools, medical
services, utilities, parking, etc. are already
stretched and more homes would
increase pressure further. There is concern
that development will add traffic to roads
that are already busy at peak times, and
many felt that access to the site would
need significant improvement. For those
residents who accept the need for new
homes, their principal concern relates to
the local amenities and infrastructure that
would need to be improved to support

more residents. In particular, a new school
on the site would be required and this
could provide a useful shared local amenity
for other activities. (Please note: As part
of the planning process, the developer
will contribute millions of pounds to the
Council, to help fund local infrastructure
improvements.)

“The schools in the area are full!”
“I’m not against development, as long as
it comes with infrastructure - you can’t
just have housing!”

Key Themes
Land at Former
Little Chalfont
Golf Course

GREEN LANDSCAPE AND ENVIRONMENT
Some respondents wanted the site
returned exclusively to landscape
uses such as a Nature Park, sports
fields, farmland or rewilded. Others
who supported new housing, felt that
“green” should be key to the character
of any residential scheme, with trees
and woodland retained and more trees
planted. Several people mentioned the
idea of a water body, to attract wildlife.
Pathways should connect with Little
Chalfont and the countryside and provide

places to walk dogs, cycle and stroll in a
green and natural environment. There
could be spaces for outdoor exercise, a
trim trail, even a tree house in the woods.
The management and maintenance
of community facilities and open space
would be important.

“There should be as much green
as possible, preferably a Park, with
walking paths and some kind of water
feature or lake.”
“Plenty of space must be left for wildlife.”

Key Themes
Land at Former
Little Chalfont
Golf Course

COMMUNITY FOCUSSED
Supporters of development wanted it to
be sensitive to its surroundings, guided by
design codes to ensure quality and provide
amenities to complement those currently
available in Little Chalfont. Discussions
with teenagers, who felt underprovided for,
resulted in a “wish list” of amenities that
they would love to see and key to this was a
new Community Centre, providing young
people with an inside venue. Westwood
Park, the Village Green and the Nature
Park are well used by children as outside
spaces, but there are limited venues when
the weather is bad. The Village Hall is seen
as a place for parties and some community
activities, but not as a place to “hang
out”. Both young and older residents
aspired for a space where people could
meet and socialise, with a cafe, toilets,

with the potential for live performance, a
place for local bands to play and films to
be screened. Other ideas included a skate
park / BMX track. It was also suggested
that a community centre in this location
could become home to weekly farmers’
markets and arts & crafts / bric-a-brac
markets etc.

“We need something for everyone,
especially the kids.”
“Proper community facilities can provide
a social focus, so you need a place to
bring people together… you’ve got to get
people talking to each other.”

Key Themes
Land at Former
Little Chalfont
Golf Course

GETTING AROUND
Little Chalfont has excellent public
transport connections - particularly by
train, although the service can sometimes
be unreliable. However, the settlement
suffers from rat running, through traffic
and local congestion at peak times. There
was concern that required improvements
to Lodge Lane to provide for vehicular
access could alter its essentially rural
character on the edge of the AONB. Also,
any change to junctions to ameliorate
traffic along the A404 could be impractical.
To encourage people out of their cars for
more local journeys, respondents felt that
the bus service needs to be improved,
likewise better provision of safe walking

and cycle paths is needed to the centre
and train station. A new non-vehicular
bridge over the railway at the northeastern corner of the site was suggested
to provide residents with an easy means of
access to the centre, without adding traffic
to the local roads.

“Everyone drives around here!”
“You can live here without driving but
the bus service needs to be improved and both the Tube and Chiltern Railways
can be unreliable.”

Key Themes
Land at Former
Little Chalfont
Golf Course

POST-COVID CHANGES
Discussions with members of the local
community inevitably referred to the
changes that have taken place due to
the Covid-19 pandemic, and how these
have affected the way people live now
and might live in future. Work patterns
have changed, and for some people
employment prospects have become more
limited, other may work from home more
and require more local support services.
The reduction in people commuting has
added traffic to local roads during the
day, although perhaps fewer cars at peak
times at the start and end of the day.

Open space has become more critical
for health and wellbeing. The Little
Chalfont Park development provides
the opportunity for these issues to be
considered and responded to in the design
of buildings, streets and landscaped
spaces and activities held there.

“After Covid there’ll be a need to reinvent work and markets are one way for
people to make money by selling things.
Try running it one day a week to see if it
catches on, then maybe twice.”
“Covid has made everyone want outside
space and a garden - a balcony is not
enough.”

Community Engagement
Land at Former
Little Chalfont
Golf Course

Second stage
engagement from
23 August to 29
September 2021

LITTLE CHALFONT PARK

Vision Newsletter September 2021
A New Neighbourhood

A planning application is being prepared on behalf of Biddulph
(Buckinghamshire) Ltd to bring forward a new neighbourhood
at the former golf course site and Homestead Farm, between
Lodge Lane and Burtons Lane. Biddulph (Buckinghamshire) Ltd
is keen to engage with the local community to inform and help
shape the proposals.

Whilst many respondents were not in favour of the principle
of development, many others saw the potential for the disused,
privately owned site to provide a well-designed, “community
focussed” neighbourhood set in a high quality, accessible
landscape. Ideas included: a mix of homes, including affordable
housing and homes for down-sizers and the elderly; a new
primary school; a new community building with provision for
young people and associated activities including farmers’ markets;
retained and enhanced landscape with areas for allotments,
recreation and re-wilding; and improvements to transport
and connectivity with better active travel provision. Ideas also
included providing a pedestrian and cycle bridge over the railway
linking to Little Chalfont and the countryside.

LITTLE CHALFONT PARK
“Proper community
facilities can provide
a social focus, so you
need a place to bring
people together...
you’ve got to get
people talking to
each other.”

Having received and assessed the comments on the Vision, the
design team will prepare an outline planning application for
submission in late October 2021.

Planning Background

Artists’ impression of the Community Hub

“I’m not for it precisely, but I’m
not in denial, I can see that houses
are needed.”
Community Consultation

As a first step over the summer, around 2,800 newsletters
were distributed to local residents and businesses to ask for
their views on Little Chalfont and their ideas for the new
neighbourhood and its relationship with Little Chalfont and
the surrounding area. Comments received were assessed and
fed to the design team as they drew up a Vision for the new
neighbourhood. The Vision was presented to the community via
Zoom on Wednesday 15 September 2021 and this newsletter
sets out the key themes from the consultation, with quotes from
the community, and the Vision masterplan. The full presentation is
available to view and comment on online in video or pdf format
on - webpage address below.

Have Your Say on the Vision
You are invited to send us your views on the
Vision for Little Chalfont Park by Wednesday
29 September 2021.Visit jtp.co.uk/projects/
littlechalfont to view the full presentation
and make comments via the link or email the
JTP community planning team directly on
community@jtp.co.uk or write to us at
Freepost JTP (no stamp or other address
required on the envelope)

“People need houses, they need to live somewhere, we can’t
just stand still ... as long as it’s done well!”

Illustrative Masterplan and Vignette

Next Steps

Quote from local resident

over 40 people
attended
presentation of
the Vision

Community Views

The land comprising the former golf course and Homestead
Farm is designated as a Green Belt site bounded by existing
housing on two sides, an industrial site to the south and is heavily
screened by established trees which limit direct views into the
site. The site is contiguous to the existing settlement and well
located to key services.
The site was previously included in the now withdrawn Chiltern
and South Bucks Local Plan, with the site proposed for allocation
for residential housing by Chiltern and South Bucks District
Councils. The allocation included a much larger area of land
than is proposed in this consultation. The assessment work
undertaken by the Council indicated that the site makes a limited
contribution to the purposes of the Green Belt and was the
lowest scoring site in Chiltern District in respect of contribution
to Green Belt purposes.
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Quote from local resident
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Quote from local resident

Key Themes
The following Key Themes are a summary of comments received
through the summer engagement process. All quotes are from
the community. Key Themes continue on the back page.

13

7

5

Principle of Development

A variety of views were received for and against development.
Many respondents did not support the development of the
site in principle, for three key reasons, its role as a “green lung”,
its current green belt designation and the current absence of
a Local Plan. This was not a consensus view however, as many
others recognised that a well-designed scheme, with quality
homes of mixed tenure, community facilities, appropriate
infrastructure and significant, accessible green space would be
beneficial to Little Chalfont. Most people conversed with face to
face recognised the need for housing and were aware that the
currently unused former golf course is in private ownership and
acknowledged that development could give the opportunity to
provide new assets for the community.

10
15

4
4

11

10

“There’s a fear that permitting this site to be developed will be the
thin end of the wedge.”

Artists’ impression of the Valley Park with BMX track

“I personally feel that the land shouldn’t be lying there un-used, but
I admit that many people don’t think like me.”

Key Themes continue on the back page.
Biddulph
(Buckinghamshire)
Ltd

15

The Little Chalfont Park community planning process is being organised by JTP and
Cratus on behalf of Biddulph (Buckinghamshire) Ltd. For more information please
visit jtp.co.uk/projects/littlechalfont or contact the JTP community planning team at
community@jtp.co.uk or on Freephone 0800 012 6730.

15

16

1

5

The Vision for Little Chalfont Park includes:

10

4
14

“There should be as much
green as possible, preferably
a park, with walking paths
and some kind of water
feature or lake.”

3

•
•
•
•
•
•

Quote from local resident

around 70 comments made
during presentation of the Vision

Illustrative Masterplan

Key
Access from Burtons Lane

6

2

Access from Lodge Lane

7

3

Re-wilding area to support
biodiversity enhancement

8

Retirement living

9

Care home

4

5

around 20 comments made
following presentation of the Vision

20+ individuals and groups in
Little Chalfont centre

One form entry primary school

1

Public square / community
building with shop, café and GP
drop-in

Preserved and protected
ancient woodland and existing
woodlands

10

High quality play areas

Valley Park

11

Community orchards

Biddulph
(Buckinghamshire)
Ltd

12

Multi Use Games Area (MUGA)

13

Community allotments and
growing spaces

14

Bespoke sports/BMX pump track

15

Sustainable Urban Drainage
(SuDS) System including ponds

16

Pedestrian / cycle paths and
emergency access only

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Up to 380 homes including custom/self build homes
40% affordable homes
One form entry primary school
Retirement living (100 homes)
Care home
Community building including shop, café and drop-in
GP surgery
Over 50% of the site retained as landscape
Protection of existing woodlands
Sensitive green edges to existing homes
New public open apace including community orchards,
play areas, allotments and sports
Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems including ponds
Pedestrian/cycle paths through the site and
connections with public footpaths towards the AONB
Car parking in accordance with latest Council standards

The Little Chalfont Park community planning process is being organised by JTP and Cratus on behalf of Biddulph (Buckinghamshire) Ltd. For more information please visit
jtp.co.uk/projects/littlechalfont or contact the JTP community planning team at community@jtp.co.uk or on Freephone 0800 012 6730.

Vision Newsletter, September 2021

Comments on the Vision
Land at Former
Little Chalfont
Golf Course

Range of support for and objection (qualified and
in-principle) to the development
ISSUES
• Will proposals compete with the existing village
centre
• Traffic and movement, especially access to site
and impact on surrounding roads & existing
problems
• Questions on planning application process and
timescales, including section 106 and Community
Infrastructure Levy contributions
• Impact of construction including timescale; noise,
disruption, traffic access to the site

“On seeing the plans and
the layout it seems thought
out and sensitive to green
spaces/ wildlife and
retaining the spirit of the
village.”

“Will there be enough
parking!?”

Comments on the Vision
Land at Former
Little Chalfont
Golf Course

“Little Chalfont desperately needs
more housing at the cheaper end of
the market to enable young people
to move here and to allow older
people to downsize.”

“OK, sounds good. Now what’s
the price range? If your affordable
housing isn’t, then there’s no point in
this build.”

“I am sure there will be many people
who will not welcome development
of any sort but they need to be
challenged about the future and
persuaded the village needs to
change and progress in the right
way.”

“All in all, the plans look excellent,
especially the cycle routes, renewable
energy and outside space.”

Comments on the Vision
Land at Former
Little Chalfont
Golf Course

SUGGESTIONS
• Provide better pedestrian and cycle access to the station and
village centre including a bridge over the railway
• Make this a green development
• Provide a range of affordable housing
• Provide community facilities in early stages of occupancy
eg. primary school
• New village hall on the development allowing space in the centre
of Little Chalfont centre for a re-developed library
• Providing provision for healthcare and/or drop-in GP surgery
• Provide a full multi-use skatepark for all skatepark activities
• Ensure future long-term stewardship including funding,
management & maintenance of new facilities

Comments on the Vision
Land at Former
Little Chalfont
Golf Course

“Make this a green development.
You’ll get far more support locally
if you show that you have thought
about the future.”
“Skateboarding is a great way to
bring the community together
from all age groups, gender and
backgrounds, it can be a great
benefit to physical and mental health
and also free to those who can’t
afford it.”

Vision Updates
The Vision Updates

Land at Former
Little Chalfont
Golf Course
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Little Chalfont Park will get us moving;
connecting us by foot and cycle to the nearby
Village Centre and Railway Station. It will be
an exemplar community, knitting into its
landscape context, supporting wildlife and
promoting sustainable living at the edge of
the Chiltern Countryside.
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It will offer a place to get together, build a
strong community and invest in healthy living.

Nature
Recovery
Network

ET

It brings together Woodland and a Valley Park
to create a playful and active heart for all.
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Welcome to Little Chalfont
Park; a neighbourhood that
encourages life outdoors
amongst the landscape.

Illustrative Vision Masterplan

AS PREVIOUSLY PRESENTED IN SEPTEMBER (ZOOM PRESENTATION)

• Up to 380 homes including custom/self build homes
• 40% Affordable Homes
• 1FE Primary School
• Retirement Living (100 homes) set amongst Allotments
• Care Home (60 Bed)
• Community Building incl. cafe, shop and drop-in GP surgery
• Over 50% of the site retained as Landscape
• Protection of existing woodlands through green buffer zones
• Green buffers to sensitive edges near existing homes
• New Public Open Space including Community Orchards, Play
Areas, Allotments and Sports.
• Sustainable Urban Drainage systems including water bodies
• Sustainable Transport Options including new pedestrian/cycle
paths through the site and connections to the AONB.
• Car Parking in accordance with latest standards

Updated Illustrative Masterplan
TO BE SUBMITTED IN NOVEMBER

KEY CHANGES
• After ongoing dialogue with TFL for some
considerable time we can now confirm the proposal
of a new pedestrian/cycle bridge over railway to
Oakington Avenue is agreed. We’re sorry we weren’t
able to discuss this previously, but we noted a
number of consultation responses made the point
that a bridge would be very useful and we agree!

Updated Illustrative Masterplan
TO BE SUBMITTED IN NOVEMBER

KEY CHANGES
• The removal of the indicative pedestrian / cycle
link to Loudhams Wood Lane as its privately owned
road. It was included in the vision but following
requests by residents, it has been removed.

Updated Illustrative Masterplan
TO BE SUBMITTED IN NOVEMBER

KEY CHANGES
• Reconfiguring of the BMX pump track to
incorporate skatepark facilities.

Vision Updates
Response to suggestions

New Cycle/Pedestrian Bridge
‘Provide better pedestrian and cycle access to the station
and village centre including a bridge over the railway’

Land at Former
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Golf Course

Foot/cycle bridge over
railway to Oakington Avenue

Community Orchards

Children’s Play Area

Allotments
Artist’s impression of view looking north from the site to bridge crossing at Oakington Avenue

A green development
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40% Affordable Homes
Approximately 152 homes which will comprise a mix of
1 bed to 4 bed homes and be distributed as First Homes, Social
Rent and Affordable Rent.
“Little Chalfont desperately needs
more housing at the cheaper end of
the market to enable young people
to move here and to allow older
people to downsize.”

Artist’s impression of view looking east from Burton’s Lane access

Community Facilities
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• Safeguarding of Land for a 1 Form Entry
Primary School & Nursery
• Up to 1,000m2 for a Community Building
safeguarding sufficient space for a range
of facilities
• Community Building could include a
shop-cafe and community services such
as drop-in GP surgery.
• Public Square for weekend events
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Artist’s impression of the community hub and public square

Skatepark Activities
“Provide a full multi-use skatepark for all skatepark activities
‘Weather resistant materials’
“In addition to Croxley Green, Amersham, Hemel and Oxhey”
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‘It’s a great way to bring
the community together
from all age groups,
gender and backgrounds’
‘Skatepark activities are a
great benefit to physical
and mental health’

Artist’s impression of BMX and Skatepark in the Valley Park

Illustrative Aerial View

‘A neighbourhood that encourages life
outdoors amongst the landscape whist
respecting its surroundings. It brings together
Woodland, Parkland and a Valley Park to
create a playful and active heart for all. It will
offer a place to get together, build a strong
community and invest in healthy living’.

Artist’s impression of view looking west from Lodge Lane access

Movement
& Access
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Active Travel
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• Short walk/cycle to
Chalfont and Latimer
Station
• Short walk/cycle to the
village centre
• Short walk/cycle to Little
Chalfont Primary School
• Burtons Lane forms part
of Cycle Route 30 from
Chesham to Chorleywood

Active Travel
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• New walking/cycling
routes (blue)
• New pedestrian route
through Valley Park
(yellow)

Sustainable Travel (Train)
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• Up to 10 trains per hour in each
direction (pre-Covid service levels)
• Marylebone – 36 minutes
• Amersham – 4 minutes
• Approximately 100 additional train
passengers anticipated during the
peak hours

Sustainable Travel (Bus/Car)
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• New bus stops
proposed on
Amersham Road
(service 103)
• Electric vehicle
charging points
• On-site Car Club
• Potential for
Community bus
Service

Access Points
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1

New high quality
pedestrian/cycle
link over railway to
Oakington Avenue

2

New access on
Burtons Lane
(vehicular and
pedestrian)

3

Upgraded access
on Lodge Lane
(vehicular and link
to public footpath)

1
3

2

Oakington Ave
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• Excellent access to
Chalfont and Latimer
Station
• New 3 metre wide
pedestrian/cycle route
• New Toucan Crossing
(pedestrians and
cyclists)
• New bus stops (103
service)

Burtons Lane
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Legend:
Public Highway
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10.32

• Junction designed
in accordance with
national and local
standards
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Phoenix 2 Duo Recycler (P2-12W with Elite 6x4 chassis)
Overall Length
10.320m
Overall Width
2.530m
Overall Body Height
3.756m
Min Body Ground Clearance
0.309m
Track Width
2.530m
Lock to lock time
4.00s
Kerb to Kerb Turning Radius
9.450m
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• Visibility splays
suitable for 30mph
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New informal crossing point

• Junction agreed
in principle with
Buckinghamshire
9 Greyfriars, Reading, Berkshire, RG1 1NU

Council

2.4 by 90 metre visibility splays

T: 0118 206 2930
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Lodge Lane
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• Junction designed
in accordance with
national and local
standards
• Visibility splays
suitable for 40mph
road
• Junction agreed
in principle with
Buckinghamshire
Council
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Lodge Lane Widening
(Typical Section)
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Precedent Images

Topsoil

Top of bank.
Existing level to be retained

Geotextile seperation
membrane to rear
and top of crib wall
Well graded granular fill
up to 1m behind wall

Mass concrete
foundation

N

-

Stoney Lane Junction
Improvement
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• New roundabout
to replace existing
staggered T junctions
• Roundabout will act as
a traffic calming feature
for traffic approaching
from the derestricted
section of Amersham
Road to the east
• Principle agreed
previously with
Buckinghamshire
Council in relation to
unrelated proposal on
land east of Stoney Lane
(refused but not on
highway grounds)

Long Term
Stewardship
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Ensure future long-term
stewardship including
funding, management
& maintenance of new
facilities
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“Broadly I welcome the proposed development.
It is a nice, blended mixture for all age groups
but as always the devil will be in the detail and
how it is actually managed and run.”

S106 Agreement
The scheme will pay the Community Infrastructure
Levy, a fund which ensures that community needs
generated by development are compensated
for. It is anticipated that the scheme will result in
contributions in the £ms which will be available
for the Council to prioritise on the community’s
infrastructure needs.
Stewardship - Community Development Trust
Opportunity to take ownership of, manage
and maintain elements of the community and
landscape.
Stewardship - Design Quality
A Quality Control Panel ensures monitoring
and reviewing of any future Reserved Matters
Applications ie Detailed Planning Applications for
the parcels of development

Next Steps
Planning application submission
November 2021
Keep in touch through website
updates
jtp.co.uk/projects/littlechalfont
Contact the JTP community
planning team
community@jtp.co.uk
Freephone
0800 012 6730
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